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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Need for University
Village questioned
Local developers,
complex managers
don't see immediate
need for development
BY HILLARY SETTLE
CITY EDITOR

University Village remains a hot topic throughout
Charleston despite it being voted down by the
Charleston City Council more than two weeks ago.
Art and Jim McManus are planning to bring the
project back to the city, but many local developers and
land owners don't think the project is necessary.
Reggie Phillips, president ofUnique Homes, which
has eight major units and several smaller complexes in
the area, said there are currently too many questions
left unanswered by the McManus brothers. Among
those questions are the numbers the McManus brothers have that Phillips doesn't think add up, the new
development for 400 srudents that is going to take
away from other housing developments in Charleston
and the lack of economic benefit for the city.
But Art McManus has said otherwise. He thinks
his $11 million estimate for the cost of the project is
correct, even though Phillips' math brought the
project to $8.8 million. MacManus also said his
project is not meant to specifically take away from
other housing developments in Charleston, but it is
meant to give students options.
"Our market studies (done in Charleston) have
shown there is a need for new housing," McManus said.
"Right now kids have to take everything that's in town.
I think it's just going to be an alternative."
Phillips, however, said there is not a need for more
srudent housing in Charleston, something Lorelei Sims

stressed when voting "no" to the University Village project. While Phillips' rental properties are currently 100
percent full, he said it takes Unique Homes' properties
until August to fill all the rental vacancies, something he
said shows the harm a new 400 capacity housing project would bring to the city.
"His project is for 400 students; that has to take from
somelxxl}( Phillips said. "It will take two to three years
to absorb that, and somebody is going to hurt."
Lincolnshire Apartments are also filled to capacity
each year, according to Roberta Tichenor, who manages
the complex. Tichenor said she doesn't know how she
feels about the proposed University Village.
"I know there are a lot of landlords that are hurting
right now," she said. '1 do know there are a lot of landlords out there who don't meet the needs of students,
maybe because they can't meet those needs. We try to
meet the needs of our residents; that's why we may run
out of space for next full."
Phillips also questions the economic benefit
McManus' project will bring to the community, even
though McManus has said $6 million will be spent
locally in infrastrucnrre, which includes things like
streets, sewers, water, sidewalks, etc., and on-site construction, like building decks onto the housing
McManus, will be providing from out of town. Phillips
doesn't see how it is possible to spend more on infrastructure than actual housing.
According to Phillips, who has been a developer for
20 years, usually one-third of a budget is spent on infrastructure and two-thirds is spent on buildings.
And he doesn't think any new project should be built
until Campus Pointe construction, which has been
temporarily postponed until one of several bidders is
selected to finish the project, is finished.
"The only reason I'm saying what I'm saying is
because I think the other side should be heard,"
Phillips said. "(University Village) is not going to
hurt Unique Homes."

Living life with two personalities

Speaker teaches
students more on
bipolar disorder

ROLLIN' INTO SPRING
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Round two: city council
candidates hold debate

BY ERIN M ILLER

During her senior year of college,
Lizzie Simon was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder.
Now, nearly five years later, Simon,
author of "Detour: My Bipolar Road
Trip in 4-D," travels around the country telling her story.
Simon spoke Monday night in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King]r University Union.
Bipolar disorder was formally
known as manic depressive disorder; it
is characterized by two separate
moods, Simon said.
One mood is the depression, which
has symptoms of loss of appetite,
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Schoolboa rdjoins
in effort to raise
awareness of
upcoming election

STAFF WRITER

0

Bringing businesses to Charleston and
the University Village proposal were the
main topics at the Charleston Ciry
Council candidate forum held Tuesday
night at Charleston H igh School.
Brent Byrd is running for city council
for the first time and said he would like
to impose an abandonment tax on
unused commercial buildings to promote owners into selling their buildings
so new businesses can purchase them.
"That is our job as a community: to
entice businesses and advertise incentives," Byrd said.
Larry Rennels is running for his third
term on city council and said that an

abandonment tax can't be imposed on
businesses because of state laws, but he
agreed that something needs to be done
to artract new businesses to Lincoln
Avenue and the square.
Finding businesses that Eastern students want in the city and working to get
those businesses is a priority, Rennels said.
All candidates agreed that communication between city council members
and the community is important to help
economic growth in Charleston.
In an attempt to attract more people to
the square, the idea of renovating the Will
Roger's Theater was a topic addressed by
both Lorelei Sims and Byrd.
"The square needs a magnet to draw
other people and business in (to the
square)," Sims said.
Sims also restated her stance on voting
no to the University Village proposal.
"It doesn't fit into the university-influenced area," Sims said.
Many candidates agreed that there are
pros and cons to the development.
SEE CAN DIDATES PAGE 7
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CATCHING SOME SUN!

CAMPUS BRIEFS

ONLINE
POLL

GRADUATING SENIORS: Cap and gown
rental is available online untilll:59 p.m. on April I.
Cap and gown rental is found on Eastern's Web site
under commencement. Students can use a credit
card for the $19 rental cost. The tassel may be kept.
Students will need to know the measurement of his
or her head upon ordering for a proper cap fit. Cap
and gowns can then be picked up from I 0 a.m. to 5
p.m. May 5 and 6 in the Charleston/Mattoon room
in the Martin Luther King Jr University Union.

What business
would you like to
see open at the
fonner location
of the Hardee's
building?
A) Starbucks.
miss it dearly
when I am in
Charleston.
B)
Chipotle
Mexican
Restaurant. The
more mexican
food available,
the better.
C) A new Jimmy
John's. I just can't
get enough!
D) Applebee's.
Charleston needs
more sit down
restaurants.

8 a.m. to 12 p.m. FOCUS: Achieving Your
Highest Priorities in Arcola/Tuscola room of the
Martin Luther KingJr University Union. Please join
Jeanne Dau of the Business and Technology
Institute. This course teaches productivity skills integrated with a planning system that will help attendees clarify, focus on and execute the highest priorities both personally and professionally.

3 p.m. Who's &:ally in the Bottle? Genies East
and West in Booth Library, room 3202. A Booth
Library Speaker Series event presented by Bonnie
Irwin, Dean of Honors College. Genies in
American popular culture bare little resemblance to
the djinn in Arab folklore.
7 p.m. Di=>very Toys: Play to Learn in second
floor of Human Services Building, room 2502. Join
the National Student-Speech-Language-Hearing
Association for a evening of "fun." Come prepared
to have fun with their high quality developmental
toys, books, games and software.

AROUND ILLINOIS CAMPUSES
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY

New networking

N0&\1AL - Everyone knows one person who
devours the last piece of pizza, spends countless nights
crashed watching reruns of "Real World" - only to
wake and mooch mall rides without offering gas-cash.
But what do you do with your token college buddy?
According to Catch27.com, there is hope.
From around the nation, expired friendships can be
traded for more pleasurable ones and possibly win
money while doing it.
By joining an online contest, college students and
campus organizations can win $10,000 by creating
the best motley crew of cool pals on this social networking Web site.
Players can join the "Trade Your Friends for Charity"
contest and win $5,000 for their own charity and
$5,000 for them or their group.
'~ybody can join. You, your mom, and your grandma can make a team," Lindsey Johnson, director of
campus public relations for the website, said.
READ MOREATWWW.DAILYVIDETTE.ORG

Matt Smigha, a senior computer information systems major, works on his tan while watching two students play frisbee on the dirt mound by Lakeside Rugby Field Tuesday afternoon. Temperatures hit the upper 60s yesterday and
are expected to reach 70 degrees today.

WTF'?

PEOPLE

First cousins married

Presley's "Dirty Laundry"

ALTOONA, Pa. - First cousins who were denied a
marriage license by a Pennsylvania judge earlier this
month were wed in a civil ceremony in Maryland, the
couple said Monday.
Tonight Show host Jay Leno and conservative radio
host Rush Limbaugh both commented about the story
after Blair County Judge Jolene Kopriva refused to
marry Eleanor Amrhein, 46, and Donald W Andrews
Sr., 39, of Logan Township.
The couple petitioned the judge March 14, three
days after a court clerk refused to marry them after
learning they were first cousins. The couple's mothers
are sisters. But they hoped the judge would grant an
exception to the Pennsylvania law, which was meant to
prevent birth defects and other problems caused by
marriage of dose relatives, by telling the judge they didn't plan to have children.
"Everybody thought I should be ashamed of it,"
Amrhein said. '1 am not."
Amrhein has no children; Andrews has three to other
women.
Andrews grew up in the South, but became dose to
Amrhein when he visited Pennsylvania for family gatherings when they were children.
"I started coming up here hanging out with mom's
side of the family," Andrews told The Mirror ofAltoona
for Tuesday's editions.

NEW YORK - Lisa Marie Presley aired her "Dirty
Laundry" on "Oprah." In the first of a two-part interview on "The Oprah Winfrey Show" to promote her
new album, Presley spoke Monday about her brief marriage to Michael Jackson, who is on trial in Santa Maria,
Cali£, on child molestation charges.
She told Wtnfrey that her marriage to Jackson, which
lasted from 1994 to 1996, was real.
"Do you think that he loved you as much as he
could?" the talk-show host asked.
Yes, as much as he was capable ofloving somebody,"
Presley replied. (They famously opened the 1994 MTV
Video Music Awards by exchanging a long kiss.)
In a ''PrimeTime Live" interview with the couple in
1995, Presley told ABC's Diane Sawyer that anyone
who questioned their relationship could "Eat it!"
When Winfrey asked ifshe felt that Jackson had used
her, Presley replied, ''All signs point to 'yes' on that. I
can't answer for him."
Presley, the daughter of Elvis, claimed she was
uncomfortable talking about Jackson, at one point
exclaiming: "This seat is hot!"
The 37-year-old singer made similar comments
about her former husband while promoting her 2003
debut album, describing the relationship to The
Associated Press as more "toxic" than her other relationships.

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmwilliamsl220@aol.com.

FIND AMISTAKE?

Let us know if you find a facnJa.!
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-2812or
mmwilliamsl220@aol.com.
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WORD
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aliment

1 . something that
nourishes or feeds;

nutriment

2 . something that

sustains a state of
mind or body; sus
tenance.
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Library Services worker to retire, move south
After nearly
20 years at
Eastern,
Texas is the
plan for
Anne
Cutright
BY A NGIE f ALLER
STAFF WRITER

ANGIE FALLER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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Anne
Cutright
always
dreamed of working in a library.
After 19 112 years of living
that dream, she will begin a new
lifestyle in Texas.
Cutright is a library technical
assistant level three (LTA3) in
acquisition services at Booth
Library. Her last day of work will
be T hursday, March 31, the same
day as her retirement party which
is open to everyone on campus.
Cutright grew up in Toledo,
Ill., with her parents, Dorothy
and George Cutright, and two
younger brothers, where she
spent a lot of time in the library.
"I grew up on a street where
there were almost all boys," she
said. "So when I was a kid, I
loved to go to the library."
T he librarian of the Toledo
Public Library, Bessie Johnson,
inspired Cutright to work in a
library.

"She was a rosy-cheeked, very
pleasant lady," Cutright said. "She
would let me do things to help her
in the library."
I wanted to be Bessie Johnson,
Cutright said.
Cutright attended Lake Land
College for two years before moving on to Eastern. She received her
bachelor's of science degree and
minor in language arts in 1974.
Most of Cutright's family has
attended Eastern. There is a scholarship for Cumberland County residents in honor of her brother, Neil
R Cutright, who had muscular dystrophy and died when he was 28.
Cutright said her brother was proud
to receive a degree from Eastern, and
she hopes her fifteen-year-old grandson will also attend Eastern.
She taught school in Mattoon
for one year and substituted for six
years before she began working at
Eastern.
'1 was looking for a place with
good benefits where I could work
in a library and further my education," Cutright, who received her
master's degree in 1997, said.
"We appreciate Anne's sunny
disposition down here," said
Nancy Jones, library technical
assistant, who has worked with
Cutright for eight years. "She is a
very nice person and makes an
effort to get along with all of us."
Cutright's main duties are ordering books and audio visual materials
and preparing them for payment.
'Tm on the computer an awful
lot," Cutright said.

"We will miss her very
much, but we wish her
the best."
MARLENE SLOUGH,
HEAD Of ACQUISITlON SERVICES

After she retires, Cutright plans
on moving to a resort in Texas by
April10.
"I want to live where it is warm,"
Cutright said. "I am an adventurous person, and there's a whole
new plate out there."
Cutright does not know where
she will work in Texas, but she has
two plans.
"I might work part-time in a
school or in Dillards so I can get a discount on my clothes," Cutright said.
Cutright said that she will miss
the people at Eastern the most.
"We will miss her very much,
but we wish her the best," said
Marlene Slough, head of acquisition services. "She has energy and
talent and I think a great future."
Booth Library will hold a retirement party for Cutright from 3 to
5 p.m. T hursday, March 31 in the
Booth Library Conference Room

4440.

"We do have some surprises
planned." Jones said. "It's going to
be nice."
Cutright suspects that the party
will have a Texas theme. To her coworkers, she said: "Fellows, it's been
good to know ya. If you're ever in
my neighborhood, drop in."

GREEK SPOTLIGHT

Making Natural Ties to the community

Natural Ties
organization
has fun with
handicapped
BY K AYLA CROW
STAFF WRITER

Members of Eastern's Natural
Ties organization are helping to
brighten the lives of many mentally and physically handicapped people in the Charleston area.
Three fraternities and all nine
sororities on campus have members
who participate in the Natural Ties
organization. Members of the
organization are matched up with a

buddy, usually an adult, who lives
in a Charleston area group home.
Currently, the only participants
in Natural Ties are fraternities and
sororities on Eastern's campus
although the organization is open
to anyone.
Jessica N heale, a sophomore
therapeutic recreation major, said
that Natural Ties is always looking for more participants and is
hoping to get other Eastern students and staff involved as well as
people from all over the community.
Mary Kate Lobough, a senior
history major, said that Natural
Ties members spend time with
their buddies at least once a month
and participate in a wide variety of

I

GREEK SPOTLIGHT

activities.
"They take their buddy out to
do different things; we plan group
activities like bowling, which we
did last week," Lobough said.
The members of Natural Ties
feel that being in the organization
is a rewarding experience and a
great way to make a difference in

the community.
"They really enjoy being out
because almost all of them live in a
group home and don't get out a
lot," N heale said. "They love getting to do the different activities,
and they really seem to like being
out and spending time with college
kids."
Many of the members of
Natural Ties and their buddies
bond during the holiday parties
the group hosts for every holiday
during the school year.
"My favorite thing that we have
done is the Halloween parry," said
Lobough. "Everyone dressed up,
and we had a costume parry; we
painted and carved pumpkins and
then took our buddies around

Greek Court, and all of the houses
gave them candy. They really
enjoyed it."
Nheale also said the holiday parties are the most popular events
Natural Ties holds and everyone
always enjoys themselves.
"Christmas usually has the
biggest turnout of all the holiday
patties because we make cards and
have snacks," said Nheale.
The members of Natural Ties
devote many hours to planning
activities and spending time with
their buddies and encourage others
to do the same.
"I would really recommend
Natural Ties to anyone," N heale
said. "It is really rewarding and
makes people happy."
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY MICHAEL ABERNATHY

Read, write and
blue-in-the-face

j ESSICA

YOUNGS
SENIOR, JOURNALISM
MAJOR

Youngs is a
guest columnist

for The Daily
Eastem News.

The Chicago Tribune recently published a story
about society's growing ignorance. The story wasn't
about the nation's falling SAT verbal scores or how the
United States now ranks in the bottom half of 38 of
the world's nations on eighth grade mathematics and
science skills. It was instead about Americans' lack of
knowledge about the Conscirucion, specifically the First
Amendment.
Srudents were asked if under current law they have
the legal right to burn the flag as a means of political
protest. Shocking the Tribune writer, 75 percent got
this question wrong. Perhaps this was shocking to the
writer, but, in truth, this is not shocking: it's sad, but
expected.
When I did not learn the answer until I was a senior
taking a communications law class, it's sad, but one can
see how a majority of Americans would not know the
correct answer. Moreover, most may not even equate
flag burning, a long-time symbol of protest, with the
First Amendment, let alone free speech.
It's not unusual to hear a playground conversation
along the lines of: "You're a big, fat bully!" "Shut up,
you can't say that!" "Can too, 'cause I got free speech."
While, yes, the name-eUler can call anyone he wants
a bully, shouldn't the education concerning freedom of
speech go beyond letting children know that they can
say whatever they want whenever they want? For a
variety of reasons, children should be taught more,
namely that the freedom is sacred to everyone, and
everyone should be protected by it.
The writer reported that three out of four high
school srudents say they don't know how they feel
about the First Amendment, or they take it for granted, but more than a third of those same srudents
believe the First Amendment goes too far in the rights
it guarantees. Now that's shocking. In fact, it's downright scary.
Question two: Can the government legally restrict
indecent material on the Internet!
A bare, I percent margin of students got this question right, answering no. Maybe it's Americans' rerum
to morals that has high schoolers wanting to restrict
speech by banning porn on the Internet and the f-word
on TV. Whatever the motives, the result is scary because
these teenagers will grow up thinking this way, carrying
these ideas into adulthood, and, before long, the meaning of free speech will be as transient as hairstyles.
If these srudents are allowed to grow up believing
that they have an unlimited right to free speech but
others should have a more restricted right, the worst
case scenario is that in 150 years, Iraq is liberating their
dictator-controlled, single newspaper, no television,
radio or computer allowed great grandchildren. The
best-case scenario is just as bleak.
If the press is put tmder governmental control, as 49
percent of the srudents believe it should be, democracy
will unquestionably be lost because just as freedom of
speech flows from freedom of religion, democracy
flows from freedom of speech.
Not only will the days of trashy magazines comparing teen-queen boob jobs be gone, but also gone will
be the days of voters knowing what their mayors, governors and president are spending their tax dollars on.
The bottom line is that the freedoms protected by
the First Amendment are eroding at an alarmingly fast
pace. Educating everyone from the young grade school
srudent learning American history to the college senior
journalist going into First Amendment law is the only
way to prevent their total deterioration.
Understanding and appreciation are the keys because
without the First Amendment intact, the entire chain
of the Constitution will fall, and Americans may really
begin to grow up and inhabit a country in which flag
burning, is in fact, illegal.

----~

EDITORIAL

Producing aHernative funds
The people behind .Eastern's fundraising cam-

paign should be congrarulated on their effOrts in
raising $7.42 million.
The money raised has been used to build a
physics observatory, fund a musical competition,
establish scholarships and support educational programs already existing.
The money, which Eastern President Lou
Hencken said has come from private donations
from alunmi, is part of a plan to meet a $10 million fundraising goal by June 2006. Hendren said
he:S confident the goal will be met.
The alumni contributions have been raised significantly as part of the plan. Currently, nine percent of alumni are donating funds

to

At issue

Eastern's
fundraising
campaign that
has ra ised
$7.42 m illi on
thus far.

Our stance
Th is is an
excellent job
by the
administration
and alumni to
counter the
Iack of state
fund ing.

.Eastern, a

invested in the school's future.

This money is crucial to .Eastern's growth because
of dwindling funds from the state legislature.
The increased alumni contributions should be
used as a lobbying tool by the university in its effOrts

to increase state funding.
By showing how grateful former srudents are for
their years at Eastern, the university can try and persuade the state that any money given to the university will not be wasted.
The money will be put towards continuing to
improve Eastern, and that, in rum, should only
increase the number of srudents who leave school
with positive feelings about the university. .Eastern
administrators have done the right thing by looking

14.5 percent increase from the previous year. The goal is to

to the schoofs past beneficiaries to provide the funds that will

have 12 percent of alumni contributing.

keep producing graduates willing to give back to .Eastern.

An increase in donations speaks to the positive experiences

people have had while attending Eastern. People have fclt
strongly enough about attending school here that they've

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
HOW THE CITY COUNCIL
MEmNG REAUY WENT
I would like to respond to the editorial printed the city council's voting
requirement that was necessary to
approve the University Village
Housing pre-annexation agreement.
The editorial states that I (city council member Lorelei Sims), "should
have brought it (the voting requirement) up during the debate instead of
springing it on everyone at the end"
and my actions were characterized as
being sneaky.
Four years ago I was elected to serve
on the Charleston City Council. As a
commissioner, I am presented with
ordinances and resolutions that have
been prepared by the City Manager

and sta.f£ Prior to voting on these
issues I read the informacion that is presented to me.
On March 15, 2004 the City
Council voted on a pre-annexation
agreement. Clause 12.9 of the contract referred to the Illinois Compiled
Starute (65 ILCS 5/11-15.1-1 et. seq)
which states that a super-majority vote
is required to approve the agreement.
I had nothing to do with writing or
negotiating the contract, but I knew
that four votes were required because I
read the agreement and looked up the
statutes cited in the document.
Tedious research was not required to
uncover this informacion- the relevant
starute was printed in black and white.
I did my homework and went to

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters

to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

the Council meeting informed. I did
not know tmtil after the second vote
was taken that I was the only person in
then room who read all of the informacion that I was asked to vote on.
References to the Illinois Compiled
Starutes are ofren cited in ordinances
as well as the Charleston City Code.
These starutes are not hard to find
and every city in the State of Illinois is
required to adhere to them. Bond
issues, zoning variations, and the selling of City-owned real estate are all
common examples of issues that
require a super-majority vote.
l ORElEI S IMS
OlYCOUNOLMEMBER

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to

mmwilliams1220@aol.com.
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Motivating women in business
BY jESSICA CANTARELLI
STAFF WRITER

As the first female and the youngest
person in her company's history to serve
as the vice president of information systems, Barbara Baurer came to Eastern last
night hoping to motivate young working
women.
More than 60 pairs of ears listened to
Baurer, an alumnus, in the Roberson
Lecture H all as she delivered her speech
entitled "From Tech to Exec: Lessons in
Leadership."
As the Chief Operating Officer since
1999 for Country Insurance Financial
Services, Baurer said it was exciting to be
back at Eastern for the first time in 20
years.
After receiving a bachelor's degree in
mathematics in 1975 and an MBA in
business in 1976, Baurer attended law
school for a year. Then she decided she
did not like law school.

" It was time to go to work," she said.
Baurer said she started out in the computer world but moved to business. She
provided family and educational backgrounds during her speech, linking her
early childhood experiences to her current
career.
Baurer has spent 19 of her 27 professional years at Country Insurance, working in various fields, one being information systems, where she became vice president at age 35.
She shared her lessons in leadership
with the audience in hopes the lessons she
has learned in her lifetime could benefit
business students. When she was a child,
she said her father taught her a lesson.
"Don't tell somebody how to think,"
she said. "You present your facts and the
best case possible, but you don't tell anyone; you convince them."
Baurer shared other lessons too.
"Don't stand on the sidelines, don't
hide from the truth and don't give up over

the first obstacle," she said.
Melissa Avitia, a sophomore business
major, said she was motivated by the
speech.
"I came here to gain perspective on
women's roles and expectations in the
business world," she said. "T his speech
was empowering and motivating."
Country currently has 3,000 employees
and $3 billion in revenue.
"Country believes (its) executives
should give back to the communities in
which we belong," Baurer said.
Country Insurance started out serving
Illinois farmers in 1925 and has branched
out to nearly 39 other states in the past 80
years. The company now has locations
across the Midwest, as well as the East
and West coasts.
"It was controversial at the time
because some states have their own farm
bureau companies," Baurer said. "We
didn't add states until the 80s, and we
kept adding until 2004."

Ml CHELLE ARNO LD/THE D\ILY EASTERN NEWS
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Student Government petition deadline approaches
Spring Election Deadlines

BY AM Y S IMPSO N
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

As the deadline to submit petitions for the spring Student
Government election approaches,
changes in the election process
may make campaigning a must
for candidates.
In previous years, petitions
were due approximately five days
before the election, said Chris
Gerry, student body president.
This year, petitions are due at
noon Friday, which is almost two
weeks before polling places open.
The fall election was also set up
this way.
"I definitely expect elections to
run much more smoothly (with
the changes)," Getty said. "We
had virtually no problems in the
fall (election)."
Thirteen petitions for execu-

+ Noon,

Friday: Petitions due

to Chris Getty in the Student
Activities Center in the Union

+ 7:30 p.m., Monday:
Meeting for all candidates in the
Arco la!fuscola Room of the
Union

+ 7 p.m., April 7: Executive
board candidates debate in
Buzzard Auditorium

+ 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., April1213: Spring election. Students
may vote at the Union, Student
Recreation Center and Carman
and Coleman halls.

+ April13: Announcements of
election resu lts

tive board and Senate member
positions have been turned in as
ofTuesday afternoon.
Getty said with the previous
deadline, almost all petitions
came in on the due date, but he
expects at least 20 to 25 more
petitions by the deadline for this
election.
CeCe Brinker, director of
Student Life, agreed and said
"usually the week of (the deadline) is when (petitions) really
start coming in."
The process was changed to
give candidates more opportunity to campaign and seek attention from local media, Getty
said.
Ryan Berger, who is running
for student body president for
the Student Interaction Party,
said the change is beneficial for
both candidates and voters.

"(The changes give opportunities for students to) know the candidates and understand the issues
surrounding the election," Berger
said. "Candidates will have to
appeal to students."
Petitions from the United
Campus, Student Interaction and
Campus Reform parties as well as
individual petitions have already
been submitted, Getty said. The
Student Interaction Party will
join this group by turning in a
total of 18 petitions today, Berger
said.
Following the deadline, petitions will be reviewed by Brinker,
Getty and an election commission, which is made up of two
Senate members who are not up
for re-election and one student
who is not a member of Senate.
The commission will be appointed by Getty.

LOVE IT!

LIVE IT!

GET IT!

"I definitely expect
elections to run much
more smoothly (with the
changes). We had vir1ually no problems in the
fall (election)."
C HRIS GETTY, STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

A total of 20 seats are open in
this election; five for executive
positions and 15 for Senate members.
Petitions may be picked up in
the Student Activities Center in
the Martin Luther King ] r
University Union and should be
returned to Getty by noon Friday.
No late petitions will be accepted.
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Student Stand·Up

An Open Mic Comedy Sbow
ThlllB. Umb 31
7th St. Underground
Sign-up @s:aOpm; Show@9pm
Wm a eha.n(e tn open for Isaac Witty onApril 14!

Grnlc & Tntcrnct

Ulil ity AlltY.w.ncc
Wat.cr & Tm~h

i

";VF-5:h CI" &

nrycr

i'riv..1t.c h.ath
Waak-in d Mct

t

(Tame & Fitn~
Tar10inp, b!::i.
Picnic & !i~!fill p r.
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1Anchbo1 Voodoo
EIU's Sketch ComedyTroU]Je
April 2@9pm
7th Sl Underground

Ocean's 12
Sat. April 2
5&8pm

Buzzard Auditorium

All Events Are Free!

OFF-CAMPUS PRlVATE APARTMENTS.
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DO YOU
SEE THIS?
ADVERTISING
REALLY WORKS.

581-2816
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STUDENT SENATE
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FACULTY SENATE

Funding, day care, Changing University Foundations
parking on agenda Senate asks
program to add
more academic
engagement

BY N ICOLE M ILSTEAD

STUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER

Student Senate will vote on four matters of legislation
regarding allocation of funds, campus day care and parking costs.
Senate tabled rwo resolutions at its last meeting. The
first is to allocate $263 to fund the Student Action
Committee's travel to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education meeting next Tuesday in Springfield, said
Senate Speaker Ryan Berger. Students from more than 20
public and private institutions across the state come
together at the meeting to discuss tuition and fees within the state.
The second money allocation to be voted on would
provide $222 for four advertisements in The Daily
Eastern News to publicize the Student Government
debate on April 7 and the spring election April 12 and
13. Petitions to run for Student Government positions
are due by noon Friday to Chris Getty in the Student
Activities Office in the Martin Luther King Jr University
Union.
Two Senate resolutions that will be discussed at
tonight's meeting regard the on-campus day care and an
increase in parking fees. A bylaw change will include an
addition to the External Relations Committee for use
with the day-care center, Berger said.
The second resolution would increase the cost of parking permits by 20 percent in 2005, 2006 and 2007 and
2 to 3 percent in the years after. This would increase staff,
faculty and upperclassmen permits from $25 to $30 per
semester and underclassmen permits from $75 to $90
per semester for next year. The resolution also states a
special permit will be required to park near the
University Apartments between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Student Senate meets 7 p.m. tonight in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Union.

Sunday
Brian's Place
50¢ Drafts
$1.00
Schnapp
Shots
27

Monday

BY KYLE MAYH UGH

STAFF WRITER

Faculty Senate is asking the committee
in charge of the University Foundations
program to consider adding more academic engagement to the class.
University Foundations is a class
offered to first-time freshmen to help prepare them to succeed in college.
At the senate's meeting Tuesday, fucul-

THE ASSOCIATED P RESS

CHICAGO - A secretary of state
employee was charged with allegedly
accepting bribes to process paperwork
so that at least rwo car dealers accused
last week of laundering millions of dollars of drug proceeds could avoid paying taxes on cars they sold, federal
prosecutors said Tuesday.
Brenda Strong, 35, of Chicago was
arrested in a federal complaint charging
her with conspiracy to commit mail
fraud. Prosecutors accused her of using
an audit stamp from her job to alter
paperwork at least rwice a month since

Tuesday

f

:;;;

Bingo@ the
Moose Lodge
Every
Thursday
Nite 7:00pm

_/

29

2001 at a dealership owned by Hossein
Obaei, who allegedly paid her to do it.
The audit stamp would show that
vehicle tide applications had been
audited to ensure proper payment of
state vehicle transfer taxes, but the
taxes were either not paid or paid
below the amount actually due, prosecutors said.
Prosecutors allege Strong used the
stamp on vehicle tide applications so
that Obaei and Amir Hosseini, who
was partial owner of a car dealership
with Obaei, could avoid paying taxes
on the cars.
Obaei and others would then take

Wednesday Thursday

/

5

Alcohol 30
Symposium
3rd Floor Union
8 am - 2 pm
Free Admission
HE RC 58 1-7786
6

31

11

12

13

RIESlj MIE IBlllZ

6pm
BUJzzard 244 1
17

18

19

20

the documents to the secretary of state
facility on the city's South Side where
Strong worked, prosecutors said.
Obaei, Hosseini and rwo other auto
dealers were arrested last week in a separate complaint on federal racketeering
conspiracy
charges.
Prosecutors
accused them of selling luxury cars to
gang members and drug dealers and
laundering millions of dollars of drug
proceeds in phony sales and bank
transactions since 2001.
They remained in federal custody
Tuesday, prosecutors said, and they
were not charged in the complaint
against Strong.

Saturday

Friday
Brian's Place
OJ Every
Friday
Call 234-4151
For Function
Information!
1

April

Romancing the
Bone & Crank
County Daredevils
Friends & Co.
10pm

Bingo @ the
Moose Lodge
7pm
7

8

Brian's Place
DJ 9-1
Every Friday

Bingo @ the
Moose Lodge
7pm
10

Also at the meeting, senate member
John Kilgore said he wanted to clarify the
senate's resolution from the previous
week asking the university to add an
emphasis on academics to its marketing
campaigns.
"They (the marketing department) do
an excellent job," Kilgore said. "Nothing
is done superficially or casually."
Kilgore brought a copy of a marketing
pamphlet and said it had "a lot more academics than I expected."
Fischer said he wasn't sure Kilgore
needed to apologize for the resolution,
noting the Eastern Web site takes several
pages before the link marked "prospective
students" begins to discuss academics.
Faculty Senate meets 2 p.m. Tuesday in
Booth Library Conference Room 4440.

State employee allegedly accepts bribes

Jitters & Bliss
Mocha Mo ndays
~; .
5 0~ off
-~-~ ,, .~
20 or 24oz.
\.~
Mocha Every /~\~ F~
) ·
Mo nday
----------~
28

ty and staff associated with the program
came to discuss the senate's recommendation.
Senate member Bud Fischer had proposed the idea as part of an attempt to
bring more of an emphasis on academics
in campus culture.
"It's not that we think you are doing a
bad job," Fischer said. "It's just that you
have a captive audience and a chance to
get them as soon as they get here."
Bonnie Irwin, Honors College dean,
said the class presents its own challenges.
"This is a very, very difficult class to
teach because of varying student needs,"
Irwin said, noting each freshman comes
from a different background and may
have different areas where they need
instruction.
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Moose Lodge
7pm
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LIVING:

(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1

non-sociable and a hard time getting out of bed.
The other mood is the mania,
which is shown by acting promiscuous, spending money freely, talking fast and driving fast. Simon said
it is "you minus your inhibition."
Depression is signaled with suicidal
tendencies, while mania is a destructive behavior, said Marjorie HanftMartone, psychology professor.
Hanft-Martone said bipolar disorder is a genetic disorder, which
puts adolescents at a higher risk if
their relatives have been diagnosed
with the disorder.
Twenty-five percent of people
with bipolar disorder who are not
treated will kill themselves,Simon
said. Sixty-six percent of people
with bipolar disorder have a drug
or alcohol addiction.
Bipolar disorder will normally
begin its onset in people between
the ages of 17 to 24, and
Hanft-Martone said bipolar disorder is now beginning to be diagnosed in children. It will normally
take 10 years until a proper diagnosis is made.
Simon spoke of the three different
aspects of bipolar disorder that people have to deal with. The first is the
disorder itself; second is the mental
health care system; third is the stigma of having bipolar disorder.
She said the stigma is the hardest
thing to deal with.
"People have enormous shame
about being bipolar," Simon said.

CANDIDATES:
(oNnNUED FROM PACE 1

City Council candidates include
Rennels, Sims, Jim Dunn, Thomas
Watson, Byrd, Bob Murphy, John
Winnett and JeffLahr.
Along with city council candidates, school board candidates
joined the forum.
School
board
candidates
answered questions in the audience-based forum at 7 p.m., just
prior to city council candidates.
School board candidates include
Gail Crane Mason, Jack D. Moore
and Sandy Smallhorn.
During both forums the audi-

"People are afraid
of what they don't
understand."
MARJORIE HANFT-MARTONE,
P\'SCHOLOGY PROFESSOR

Stigma is someone who is misinformed about the disease and has a
label placed on him or her.
Simon and H anft-Martone
spoke of how important it is to
show compassion to people who
are diagnosed with bipolar.
It is a treatable disorder, but
Simon and Hanft-Martone said
friends and loved ones need to
show as much love and compassion as possible. Simon advised
people, who have friends with the
disorder, to seek counseling
because of the strain the disorder
can put on them.
"People are afraid of what they
don't understand," said HanftMartone.
In the United States 1.2 percent
of the adult population has bipolar
disorder, according to the National
Institute of Mental Health. One
percent of adolescents 14 to 18
years old in the United States currently has bipolar disorder.
Simon finished her speech with
words of encouragement.
"Aim high, dream huge, keep
building your foundation," she
said. "Don't ever underestimate
how great you can be."

ence wrote questions down on
index cards and submitted the
questions to a panel of four people.
The panel made sure the questions were relevant and eliminated
any duplicate questions, said
Cindy Titus,
director
of
Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce, who helped sponsor
the event.
Jeffrey Lynch, associate dean of
college of arts and humanities,
acted as moderator and decided
what questions would be asked.
All candidates were given two
minutes to respond to their questions.
City elections will take place
April5.
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Club owner testifies in Jackson trial
THEASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTA MARIA, Calif. - A
prosecution witness lashed out at
Michael Jackson's attorney from the
witness stand Tuesday, quoting
another witness saying: "You have
made this court like O.J.'s court or
Robert Blake's court."
Jamie Masada, a comedy club
owner believed to have put Jackson in
touch with the boy who now accuses
him of molestation, sparred with
Thomas Mesereau Jr. throughout a
long cross-examination, mostly trying
to keep the tone light and frequently
drawing laughter.

CLAIM SETTLED ON
MUSCLE STIMULATOR
SAN FRANCISCO - A pair of
retail giants on Tuesday settled consumer protection prosecutions for
allegedly selling a muscle stimulator
that promised six-pack abs, prosecutors said.
Wal-Mart
Stores
Inc.
of
Bentonville, Ark., will pay $525,000
and Walgreen Co., of Deerfield, lll.,
will pay $125,000 to settle the cases
brought by Napa, Solano and San
Diego prosecutors. The merchants
were accused of selling misbranded
and unapproved medical devices.

EPA SAYS CHILDREN
VULNERABLE TO CANCER
WASHINGTON - Children may
be more vulnerable than adults to cancer risks from certain gene-damaging
chemicals,
the
Environmental
Protection Agency said Tuesday.
The agency has updated the way it
decides which pollutants pose cancer
risks, which is intended to lead to better and more accurate reviews of carcinogens that might be regulated.
Under the previous EPA guidelines, last revised in 1986, cancer
risks to children were assumed to be
no greater than to similarly exposed
adults.

CHAIRMAN SON ARRESTED
FOR SHOOTINGS
ST. PAUL, Minn. - Hours after
the school shooting that devastated
his reservation, Red Lake Tribal

NATIONAL
BRIEFS
Chairman Floyd "Buck" Jourdain
said the Indian tribe was in the
midst of"the darkest days in the history of our people."
A week later, it grew darker still
for Jourdain, when his teenage son
was arrested in the shootings that left
10 people dead.

JUDGE APPROVES $16
MILLION CRIMINAL FINE

of Real Human Bodies."
A surveillance camera captured
the women removing the fetus from
an unlocked display case on the
third floor early Saturday during the
round-the-clock closing weekend of
the exhibit, police Detective Jimmy
Render said.
Other people were inside the room
at the time but they may not have
been aware of the theft, he said.

FALWELL HOSPITALIZED IN
CRITICAL CONDITION

WASHINGTON - A federal
judge on Tuesday approved a $16
million criminal fine against Riggs
Bank for failing to report suspicious
transactions involving foreigners.
The plea agreement closes a chapter
for the bank, which is expected to
disappear soon as an independent
concern.
U.S. District Judge Ricardo Urbina
ruled that Riggs is being punished
enough for its admitted misoonduct,
which included dealings with former
Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet and
members of his family.

LYNCHBURG, Va. - The Rev.
Jerry Falwell was hospitalized in critical condition Tuesday, battling his
second case of viral pneumonia in
just five weeks, hospital and church
officials said.
Falwell, 71, was admitted to
Lynchburg General Hospital shortly
before midnight Monday suffering
from "respiratory arrest," the hospital
said in a statement, meaning his
breathing had slowed or stopped.
"His cardiac status is stable and
there is no evidence of a heart attack,"
said hospital spokesman Tom Urtz,
reading from a statement. "He is alert
and responding to questions."

BOARD SAYS CIVIL AVIATION
ACCIDENTS FELL IN 2004

HOLLINGER INC. SUES
BLACK FOR DAMAGES

WASHINGTON - The number
of civil aviation accidents in the
United States fell by 8 percent last
year, according to preliminary statistics released Tuesday.
The National Transportation Safety
Board reported that civil aviation accidents declined ftom 1,864 in 2003 to
1,715 last year. There were also 9 percent fewer deaths in 2004 - 635,
down ftom 695 the year before.

Conrad Black, the deposed newspaper baron, was dealt another blow
Tuesday when a Toronto-based holding company he owns sued him, several other company insiders and entities he controls for $525 million.
The lawsuit came a day after
Canadian securmes regulators
blocked an effort by Black to buy out
minority shareholders of Hollinger
Inc., a Canadian shell company that
holds voting stock in the newspapers
Black used to control.

FETUS STOLEN FROM LOS
ANGELES MUSEUM EXHIBIT
LOS ANGELES - Two women
stole a preserved 13-week-old fetus
from an acclaimed exhibit at the
California Science Center, authorities said Tuesday.
The fetus, its tissues infused with
polymers in a process called plastination to prevent decay indefinitely, was
part of a traveling display, "Body
Worlds 2: The Anatomical Exhibition

·-----------------------------------· ROYAL HEIGH7S

CNN HEADLINE NEWS
PASSES MSNBC IN RATINGS
NEW YORK - CNN Headline
News has supplanted MSNBC as the
third-place cable news channel.
CNN's sister network recently
started a new prime-time lineup that
has gotten off to a strong start, particularly a legal-oriented talk show
with Nancy Grace.
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Brian's Place needs night club
dancers.
Apply at 2100
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131
Stoutin Premium Ice Casey, IL
SUMMER DELIVERY DRIVER:
COL Required or Obtainable.
Full or Part Time, Great
Summer Income. Incentive
Bonuses. Good Driving Record
is a Must. Neat Appearance and
Good Customer Service Skills
Required. Phone 217-9324614.

---------~1
Get paid to think. Make $75 taking on-line surveys. www.moneyauthor.com.
----------------~1

Bartenders wanted. $300/day
potential. No experience necessary. Training provided. Call
800-965-6520 x239.

----------------~2

$800/ wkly guranteed. Stuffing
envelopes.
Send a selfaddressed envelope to Scarab
Marketing. 28 E. Jackson 1Oth
floor Suite 938 Chicago, Illinois
60604
-----------------~11

FOR RENT
2 bdrm., wash/dryer, 10 or 12
mo. lease, water & trash included. 348-7698.
________________3130
3-4 person 3 bedroom duplex
apt. 1 bath, newly remodeled
kitchen and bath. Included:
elec., water, gas, trash, basic
cable, internet, central air.
Females preferred. Available
Aug. 1. Call 348-9359.
________________3130
Spacious 2 bedroom apartment.
Close to square. Sun porch, fireplace. $295, utilities included.
Available August. 348-1831.
________________3130
For Rent, Girls only; 1& 3
Bedroom Apt. for rent across
from Buzzard. Call 345-2652.
________________3130
Group of 3 females needed for
Fall '05. Ex1remely nice house 2
blocks from Buzzard. 5 bedroom, 3 bath, d.w., 2 sets of
w/d, low utilities. No pets
please. Call 217-549-3566.
________________3131
Attention Students: Nice Cozy 3
bedroom house still available
for 05-06 school year. Close to
campus washer/dryer,stove,
fridge,dishwasher. For more
information call 345-5088
________________3131

FOR RENT

~Apartments

for groups of 3 & 4

BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses
for 2-5. $188-375. DSL wiring.

~Houses

345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

~Townhouses,

----------------~3131
1 person looking for a roomy

apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
INTERNET,
at
$380/mo.
CABLE, WATER INCL. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

Just listed - Brand new 3-bedroom luxury apts. 1/2 block from
campus, old "Arby's House"
location. In-unit w/d, dishwasher, you choose furnishings. 3
off-street parking spots per apt.
Wired for high-speed Internet.
Call Brian 778-3321.
_________________4/1
1,2,3 bedroom apartments
available. Very unique. Trash
and water included. Off street
parking. Sun deck, AIC, and
much more. Call 345-6527 and
leave message.
_________________4/1
Apt. for Fall '05 Aug-Dec. at 9th
and Hayes. Call Bryan at 708420-9362.
_________________4/1
Student

Housing

Available

2005/2006.
2 bd rm apt.
500/month. Call for more info
{708}359-5582
_________________4/1
Nice 3-4 bedroom house. 2
bathrooms, dishwasher, washer/dryer. $250 each. No pets.
Call Dustin at 630-302-2676.
_________________4/5
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES NOW SHOING FOR FALL
2005: 2 BEDROOM HOUSE
ON 12TH. Contact Melissa at
345-6210,
549-0212,
www.eiuprops.com.
_________________4/5
AVAILABLE 2005-2006. 1, 2, &
3 FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS. DSUBROADBAND
(WIRED/WIRELESS) CAPABLE. LARGE BEDROOMS
AND
SOME
UTILITIES
INCLUDED.
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS ON 9TH STREET
(ACROSS FROM BUZZARD)
AND ON LINCOLN STREET.
CALL 348-0157 FOR INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENTS.
_________________4/8

3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 persons

.~-~·~~
Realtor ~
~

.Jirn Wood,

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
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FOR RENT

----------------~3131
2 BDR Houses Available.

Perfect for Grad students or
couples. Available for fall
semester. Call 549-3843 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/1

CAMPUS CLIPS

for 1 or 2 residents

2

FOR RENT

BEDROOM APARTMENT

AVAILABLE MAY 15, 2005.
CLOSE TO DAIRY QUEEN.
WATER, TRASH PAID. 10 OR
12 MONTH LEASE. PETS
WITH DEPOSIT. 348-8305.
________________.4/8
2 bedroom apartments, 1 block
from campus, C/A, 10 month or
12 month lease. Call 345-9636
after 5pm.
________________.4/8
2 BR apt. with loft used as second BR/Iiving area. Recent
improvements. $500/month.
Includes heat, water, trash.
897-6266 or 898-9143.
_________________.4/11

Group of 4 or 5 females needed
for Fall 05 & Spring 06. Very
nice 2 level house close to campus. 5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms,
d.w., 2 sets of w/d. Call 7287426.
_______________ 4/13
Spacious, Cute, Fully Furnished
4 BR duplex close to campus.
$250/person. Unique Properties
345-5022.
_______________ 4/15
Fall 2005: 4 bedroom 2 bath
unique house. Good renter's
discount $900 a month. 2348774
_______________ 4/21
Large 2 bd. Free DSL. Rent
now & get a free pearl neck-

Nice 2 bed room apts and 3 bed
room homes. Washers, Dryers,
Dishwashers included. No Pets.

lace or arm band sports radio.
$500 per month. Call 235-

Close to Campus 345-9267
________________4/12

0405.
_______________ 4/22

Duplex on C and D Street in
Charleston. 2 BR, W/0 hookup. $425 per month. 898-4588.
________________4/13

GREAT LOCATION LARGE
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. TRASH AND

Apartments looking for roommates for next year: Millennium
Place, Atrium, Courtyard, and
others. Unique Homes 345-5022.
________________4/15

WATER PAID. NO PETS. 3480209.

---------------~29
Walk to campus. Three bedroom apartment. 345-3554.
_________________.5/2

llJeN~tulorkhe•
Crossword
ACROSS

ao

1 Fraternity letter

Ones soon to
leave the ivied
halls: Abbr.

4 Battery contents 31 Subcompact

s

Oldtime actress
Todd

14 Personal

15 Goof off

1s Attack

32 American

Revolutionary
portraitist

34 Illegal act, in

slang

35 Capote's least

favorite road
sign?

17 Stop on it

1s No neatnik
19 Anxiety

20 Cartier's

Christmas creation?

23 In any way

39 Olympus com-

petitor

40 "I'm

in!"

41 Just

24 Stat for Sammy

48 Narc's employ-

25 Thimblerig thing

49 Fall from grace

27 Meal

50

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

For rent: efficiency close to
campus. No smoking, no pets.
$325/mo all utilities included.
Males only. 345-3232 days.
_________________5/2
AVAILABLE JUNE 1 EXTRA
NICE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE.
CARPETED, C/A, DISHWASHER. $450/MO. INCLUDES
WATER AND TRASH. 3454010.

_________________o.o

Fall 2005 EXTRA NICE home at
1524 2nd Street for 7-1 o people: 3 bathrooms, WID hookup, wireless DSL, central air, no
pets, $300/person/month. 3453148 or www.pantherpads.com

_________________o.o

Riley Creek homes, close to
campus and shopping, available for the 2005-2006 school
year. Water and trash service
included. Pets considered with
additional deposit. Call for
terms and availability. 5493741. Leave message.

_________________o.o

SEITSINGER APARTMENTS:
1611 9th Street 1 Block East
Old Main now leasing for
Summer and Fall 05- Spring
06'. Completely furnished heat
and garbage included. Three
month summer or 9 month full
lease Call 345-7136.

_________________o.o

For Lease-Fall 2005, 2 bedroom duplex unfurnished Apts.
Washer/Dryer, trash included,
Central air, nice parking area,

close to Morton Park. 1o month
lease. 24/7 maintenance. No
pets. 217-346-3583.
________________00
For Lease-Fall 2005, 3 bedroom unfurnished apt.- new furnace/central air, new appliances including-dishwasher,
over range microwave, washer/dryer, range, and refrigerator
with ice maker. New carpet,
ceiling fans, and fresh paint.
DSL wiring. Great location 12th
and Arthur. 24/7 maintenance.
Call
today
217-346-3583
JWheels LLC.
________________00
For Lease-Fall 2005* 2 & 4 bedroom houses, great locations,
competitive rates, washer/dryer,
central air, DSL wiring throughout, 24/7 maintenance, call
today: 217-346-3583.
________________00
www.charlestonilapts.com
LOOK US UP for details on
these 2005-06 Apts: 2001 S.
12th Street, 1305 18th Street,
955 4th Street, 605 W. Grant,
117 W. Polk and 905 A Street.
Rents from $230 to $475 per
person. Call to make appointments at 348-77 46.
________________00

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0216

51 Songbird's
lament?
57 Sounded like a

Persian

58 Point to the

right

59 Driver's org.

so Shed
s1 Shade of green
62 Comic strip cry

63 Didn't go

straight

64 Scored the

ss

42 "Noble" element
43 Woven fabrics

ASTRONOMY CLUB: meeting Wed. March 30 at 8 p.m. in the
Physical Science Building room 2153. Presenter Tim Osberg. Come
learn about asteroids! After the meeting come to the observatory
(weather permitting) or socialize at jerry's Pizza! Everyone Welcome!

same
Like few counties nowadays
DOWN

1 Drink at the

3&4 BR houses, close to EIU,
w/d, ale, 345-4489, Wood

4 BEDROOM
UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT. FALUSPRING
OF 05/06. 1430 1/2 9TH.
TRASH PAID. OFF STREET
PARKING. 11 MONTH LEASE.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO

Rentals, Jim Wood Realtor
________________3131

PETS 348-8305.
_________________4/8

5 Massage target

2BR money savers at $210-

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.

250/person. CABLE & INTERNET INCL. Don't miss it. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

FALUSPRING OF 05/06. 1426
9TH. TRASH PAID. OFF
STREET PARKING. 11 MONTH
LEASE.
SECURITY
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-

s Popular shirt
maker

26 Run on TV

as Rug rat

7 Actress Mazar

28 Hand measure

39 Silent agreement

54 Hideaway

s All

29 Hue New Year

42 Prepared for
action

55 Man, but not
woman

Grad student, faculty. Apts for 1,
near EIU. $300-350. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,

8305.
4/8
2 BEDROOM HOUSE 905

10 Tied

Realtor.
________________3131

ARTHUR. 345-6100.

12 "Le Cid" com-

1&2 BR apts, close to Buzzard,
water paid, 345-4489,Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________3131

00

Sosa

Duke's Head

er: Abbr.

12 chimes

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

2 Deviate

3 Completely

13 Got the fare

35 Johnny Unitas

4 Likewise

21 Chapter of his-

as Norman's home

committed

for a runner

g

City on the
Hong River

11 Absolute
poser

down
tory

22 Collar

30 Swings around

31 Wild West

33 Big name in
fashion
34 Montana Indian

wore it

37 Diminutive, as a

dog

44 Gerund maker
45 Lit
46 More protracted

47 Sly

49 Computer hen-

cho Wozniak

52 Jedi ally
53 Play Shylock

56 Be hot and
bothered
57 Miss after mar-

riage
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Indonesian islanders mourn as rescuers search for survivors
GUNUNG SITO LI, Indonesia His brown eyes puffY and bloodshot,
Datot Mendra prepares to spend the
night lying next to his wife.
Tomorrow he will bury her and his
sister and two other relatives.
"What will I tell my children?" the
55-year-old restaurant owner says. '1
can't face it. My faith in Jesus is helping me through this."
Mendra's wife was among some 20
bodies wrapped in white sheets, candles
flickering at their heads, laid out on the
street outside the Santa Maria church in
this town on Indonesia's predominantly Roman Catholic Nias Island.
More were arriving. Groups of four
men approached, each holding the

corner of a sheet with another body.
Most of the deaths from Monday
night's 8.7-magnitude earthquake in
the Indian Ocean were on Nias, 75
miles south of the epicenter. By the end
ofTuesday, the island's death toll stood
at about 330, but government officials
said it could climb as high as 2,000.
An unidentified official from nearby
Aceh province told Indonesia's Metro
TV that about 100 people also died on
neighboring Simeulue island. Both
islands are just west of Indonesia's
much larger Sumatra island.
Dave Jenkins, a New Zealand
physician who runs the relief agency
SurfAid International in western
Sumatra, said he feared for about

10,000 people living on the tiny
Banyak Islands, close to the quake's
epicenter. By late Tuesday, contact had
not been made with the islands.
While the scene outside the church
was almost serene, elsewhere on this
island of 600,000 people the atmosphere was anything but. Rescue workers working by candles and flashlight
hunted through smoldering rubble
for survivors in flattened buildings.
Power was out, and electric cables lay
tangled in the street.
Little heavy machinery was available, so families frantically searching
for loved ones used crow bars and
their bare hands to lift heavy chunks
of concrete.

Smoke drifted out of piles of rubble and concrete homes where walls
had folded in on themselves, almost
certainly crushing to death anybody
caught inside. A steeple had fallen
from a church.
Although most of Indonesia is
Muslim, Christianity persists in some
areas _ a vestige of Dutch colonization. The Nias islanders, particularly
the well-organized southern villages,
initially put up strong resistance when
the Dutch tried to take control. But
the Dutch finally conquered the
island in 1909, and then Nias slowly
started to convert to Christianity.
Monday's quake, which stuck an
hour before midnight, toppled every

building in the main street of Gunung
Sitoli, a church-studded seaside town
that is the island's largest.
A soccer field in the center of town
and close to the palm-fringed Indian
Ocean beach was transformed into a
triage center where a dozen seriously
injured islanders, some of them
unconscious, were lying on doors salvaged from wrecked homes. They
waited, hoping that a relief agency
helicopter would be able to airlift
them to a hospital on Sumatra.
"Four people here might not make
it through the night!" yelled one of the
few Western aid workers to arrive in
the town Tuesday. "Do you have space
on a chopper?"

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

05 - 06. Luxury apar1ments,
townhouses, and student rental
houses all excellent locations.
Prices vary. For more informa-

Large 4 Bedroom Apt. 1/2 block
from campus. $235 each trash
included. 345-6967
___________________00

tion call us at 345-0652 or look
us up at www.myeiuhome.com
___________________00

FALL 2005 NEW CONSTRUCTION! 3 bedroom, 2 bath unit.
Excellent location. WID, dis-

www.jwilliamsrentals . com

posal, dishwasher, and excellent parking included. ALSO,

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid. No
pets. 345-7286.
___________________00
For Fall '05 1,2,and 3 bedrooms
for close to campus. 4 locations
to choose from. Call 345-6533
___________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER
AND TRASH INCLUDED.
CALL 345-1266
___________________00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000
___________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished, parking, laundry, FREE
DSL Fast internet, $490. 913
and 917 4th St. 235-0405 or
317-3085.
___________________00

VERY NICE 1 BEDROOM APT.
WITH
OFFICE
SPACE.
EXCELLENT
LOCATION.
$350/MONTH. For more info
call 345-0652.
___________________00
Available for Summer and Fall
05-06 school year. Clean modern apartments and homes
utilities
included.
w/some
1,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms. WID in
some units also. NOT ALL
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. NO
PETS!!!! 217-345-4494.
___________________00
Available now. 1 BR apartment
in Charleston close to the
square. Stove/fridge, nice location. For more information call
345-5088.
___________________00

NEW LUXURY 4 BEDROOM, 2
BATH LARGE APARTMENTS,
WID INCLUDED WIRED FOR
HIGH SPEED INTERNET.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120
EDGAR DRIVE. 345-6100.
___________________00
EFFICIENCY APT. LOCATED
AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR. $300
MONTH.
LEASE
AND
DEPOSIT REQUIRED. CALL
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462.
___________________00

J i m W o od , Real t o •

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 3454489 -Fax 345-4472

lBG:r
...
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FOR RENT
Available summer-May '06.
Extra large 1 bedroom
apartments, furnished, ideal
for couple, cat ok. $350$360 month, water and trash
paid. Located at 741-745
6th St. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127,
___________________00

Autumn at 348-1479.
___________________00

Kim. 346-3583.
___________________00
Girls 5
Bedroom

Bedroom and 3
Houses.
Newly

345-3253.

call 345-1266
___________________00

·'-"-~*~:.

BR apartments fall 2005.
Remodeled, free parking. Call

apartments,three
bedroom
house. All within two blocks of
campus. Call 345-5373 or 549-

BUCHANAN STREET APART-

Not just blueprints...Great
housing for 17 years

Royal Heights Apartments. 3

Remodeled W/D ,OW. Trash
Paid. 1 Block from Campus.

MENTS: 1 bedroom apartment
available in June water and
trash included off street parking

3 4 BR, 2 1/2 baths, cent. air, cable
& net wiring, wid, dishwasher

Park Place Apartments: Now
showing for Fall 05. Newly
Remodeled. Free Parking. Call

VERY AFFORDABLE: Now
leasing 1,2,and 3 bedroom

5593
___________________00

BRITTANY RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES
2 persons @ $375
3 persons @ $250
4 persons@ $188
5 persons@ $188

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

AVAILABLE NOW: Nice cozy,
2BR Apt., $325/mo., water &

Female roommates needed
ASAP for Fall OS&Spring

trash included, off-street parking. 345-1266.
___________________00

06 . Close to campuse 5
bedrooms.
EXTREMELY
nice house, 3 bath . OW, 2
sets of w/d. Call 217-5493566.

2 and 3 BR furnished apts.
Utilities induded. Just E. of Greek
Court. No pets. Call549-2615.
___________________00

FOR SALE
For sale! Tomado Foosball Table.
Good condition. $400/0BO. Call
Todd @ 549-1999.
----------------~~31
Three 12-inch Earthquake sub'MXlfers i1 custom sealed enclosure.
Uke new. $200'obo. 348-5385
4/1

_________________417

Female roommate needed
05/06 school year. Atrium Apts.
1o month lease $260/mo. Call
Katie (217) 202-5655.

_________________417

Female roommates needed
ASAP for fall 05 and spring 06.
Close to campus. 5 bedrooms,
extremely nice house. 3 bath,
d.w., 2 sets of w/d. Call (217)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Chicago Job Fairs & Career
Fairs, YOUR Chicago Career
Connection! www.chicagojobresource.com.

__________________

5~

PERSONALS

Pointe Apartments. Affordable
and furnished! Call: 581-2438

8946
or
e-mail
mwollan1 @earthlink.net.

Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more informa-

Female roommate needed
ASAP or fall 2005 and spring

Roommate needed to share
house w/male EIU Students.
Lease ending 5/31/04. Call3480614, leave message.
___________________00

----------------~4115

tion.
___________________00

_________________ 411

2006. Close to campus. 8 bedrooms. Call Ann or Lisa at 3488563 or Liz at 708-408-1585.

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

'

__________________411

Female roommate needed Fall
2005/Spring 2006 Village

ROOMMATES

_________________418

month lease. 348-8406.
___________________00

EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT.
JUST CAME AVAILABLE. 208
1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED AIC
SHOWER WASHER AND
DRYER. 345-7522 AFTER 5:30
CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR
LARRY.
___________________00

found .

Female roommate needed for
2 bedroom apt. in Lincolnwood
beginning Aug. 15. 1/2 utilities
& $250/mo. Prefer grad. or
quiet student. Call (714) 728-

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

(~d)

Lost diamond tennis bracelet
& lost diamond earring.
Earring shapped like a figure
8. 581-0972. Please call if

AITENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are interested in a yearbook of your senior year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6
we will mail you a copy in the

549-3566.

00
Close to everything. Nice 3 BR
house. Across from Old Main.
0/W, stove, refrigerator, 10 1/2

201 5TH ST. 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE CARPETED, NICE
BATH AND LARGE KITCHEN,
INSULATED WITH NEW WINDOWS. A/C AND CEILING
FANS. UNFURNISHED. CALL
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462.
LEASE
AND
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
___________________00

LOST AND FOUND

PAGE
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MLB ROUNDUP

Makovec posts Cubs add bullben depth with trade
top-10 finish
BY MATTHEW S TEVENS
SPORTS REPORTER

Southern Illinois made sure that the trophy of the
Saluki Invitational stayed on campus in Carbondale.
The Salukis came from nine strokes back to win its
own event by two strokes over first-round leader Murray
State.
SIU shot the lowest team score of the two-day tournament by posting a 12-over-par 310 and was led by Natalie
Parker's tournament-low 73 Tuesday.
The Elberfeld, Ind. native finished third individually
after a opening round 79 forced the sophomore to come
from the middle of the pack.
The week was not a total wash for the Racers as San tie
Koch (73-78=151) won the individual medalist honors
after defeating lllinois State's Chelesea Bach in a one-hole
playoff.
Koch was forced to revisit the 18th hole that she had
previously bogeyed in regulation to force the playoffsituation.
Murray State's Nikki Orazine made a huge comeback
on the back nine of the final round to earn a Top 5 finish. Orazine played her final nine holes at 1-under-par
birdying No. 10 and No. 18 to earn a final round 78.
Eastern freshman Samantha Makovec was able to post
a top-10 finish (80-79=159), as the freshman from
Rockton finished at 15-over par. The H ononegah H igh
School graduate played the par 4's at nine-over-par which
was fifth best overall.
The Panthers fell one spot to seventh as a team, finishing 43 strokes behind the winner with Makovec as the
only Eastern player in the Top 20.
Despite having three players finish in the top seven
individually, Murray State were beaten by II strokes by
the eventual winner SIU and barely hung on to runnerup, as illinois State ended the evening two shots behind
the Racers.
Rounding out the top ten were Eastern Kentucky,
Northern Iowa, Western Michigan, EIU, Witchita State
and Southwest Missouri State and Ferris State
University.

CUBS BEAT BREWERS 13-6 AS
LEE HOMERS, DRIVES IN FIVE

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) - Cliff
Bartosh, unable to land a spot in
Cleveland's revamped bullpen, was traded
by the Indians on Tuesday to the Chicago
Cubs for minor league right-hander Ronald
Bay.
Bartosh was out of options with the
Indians, who had been trying to work out a
deal for the left-handed specialist.
The 25-year-old appeared in 34 games
for Cleveland last season, going 1-0 with a
4.66 ERA. H e struck out 25 in 19 1-3
innings.
Bartosh took the loss in Tuesday's exhibition game at Kissimmee, when the Houston
Astros rallied for three runs off him in the
ninth inning for a 7-6 win.
He became expendable after the Indians
traded for Arthur Rhodes during the offseason and Soott Sauerbeck's return from
shoulder surgery, giving Cleveland two veteran left-handed relievers.
This spring, Bartosh went 0-1 with three
saves in six appearances.

PH OENIX (AP) - Derrek Lee homered
and drove in five runs in the Chicago Cubs'
13-6 win over Milwaukee on Tuesday that
snapped a four-game skid.
Lee hit a three-nm homer offJorge De La
Rosa in the seoond and a two-run double off
Tommy Phelps in the third that made it 9-2.
The Brewers, who made fuur errors
Sunday night against Texas, oommitted three
more, including one by first baseman Lyle
Overbay that led to six unearned runs in the
seoond inning. Jeromy Burnitz went 3-for-3
and Jerry Hairston was 4-for-5 as the Cubs
oollected 18 hits off a group of relievers.

CARDINALS TRADE PITCHER
MYERS TO RED SOX
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St. Louis
Cardinals traded left-handed reliever Mike
Myers to the Boston Red Sox Tuesday.

HOHENADEL:

CoNnNuED FROM PACE 12

Bagwell and Craig Biggio are finally too old
and broken down to scare anyone.
Clemens will still win 15-18 games.
Milwaukee, haha. Pittsburgh, well they're
just too young, and they'll give up their
youth to another team, i.e. Aramis Ramirez,
and then that youth will beoome an essential
part of that other team's playoff run.
Cincinnati may make another early run, but,
as usual, they won't have what it takes to
make anyone take notice.
N l. Wen - Champion San Diego
Why did I pick San Diego? Barry Bonds is
still hobbling around, and so is Eric Gagne.
Colorado and Arizona? Umm ... No.
N .L. Wxldcard - Florida
That's right, all; I am going against my

Cubbies. They won't make the playoffS. Look
at Florida's roster and pitching staff. They
have added Carlos Delgado making up for
the loss to Derrick Lee to the Cubs. They
look a lot like the team that beat the Cubs in
2003.
A L East - Champion New York
Can anyone say "revenge"?
A L Central - Champion Minnesota
They're a good team with less talent than
the Tigers ... right Sox fans?
A L W est - Champion Anaheim
Vlad Guerrero. Need I say more? H e's the
Michael Jordan of the A.L West.
A L Wtldcard - Boston
It will most likely be a repeat of last year
until Atlanta's pitching beats Boston's hitting
in the World Series.
But on April4, even the Tampa Bay Devil
Rays fans can hope.

Marlins.

"It's probably been the best spring of my
career," Pujols said after raising his average
to .434, "but that doesn't mean anything.
You have to carry it into the season."
Pujols has six home runs and 19 RBis,
and has not struck out this spring.

JUMP:

(ONriNUED FROM PACE 1 2

what matters to him most.
"The most important thing is
doing my best," McKinnis said. '1n
high school the most important
thing was winning, but college is a
different level.
'~d as a freshman, I feel that I
have to work up to that level."
Throughout the track season,
McKinnis' progression in the long
jump and triple jump has been a
learning process, Akers said.
'1 think it has been a maturing
process for him," Akers said. "It's
been a learning process for him, and
hopefully he won't get real complacent with what he is doing."

MOOSE

For more information or RSVP for
lunch contact

1) 1 Large11opping
I) Breadsdcks & Cheeseslicks
3) Chlcbnslrips &Breadsddls
4) Wings &a IOo1 of Coca-Cola
5) Small1 Topping & Brtadsdclcs
6) sm•1 lopping &1-1001
1) 1Medium 2Topping

JUPITER, Fla. (AP) - Albert Pujols went
3-for-3 with fuur RBis Tuesday in the St.
Louis Cardinals' 10-5 rout of the Florida

BINGO AT THE

TODAY! 8am-2pm
3rd floor MLK Junior Union

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

PUJOLS LEADS CARDINALS
PAST MARLINS 10-5

"A n EIU Tr adit i o n "

Campus
Community
Alcohol
Symposium

Travis Smithat

The Cardinals and Red Sox were still discussing what St. Louis will get in return,
Cardinals spokesman Brian Bartow said.
Myers, 35, was competing for a spot in
the bullpen, along with fellow left-handers
Bill Pulsipher and Randy Flores. Ray King is
expected to be the team's setup left-handed
reliever since Steve Kline was not re-signed.
The Cardinals have not said if they'll keep
three left-handers in the bullpen or just two.
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Whether closing or starting, Chris Vaculik just wants to be on the mound
BY

DAN REN ICK

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Friday, sophomore pitcher Chris Vaculik helped
solve one part of the puzzle of the Eastern pitching

staff.

After spending most of the early season in the
bullpen as the closer, Vaculik had his second start of the
season and his first collegiate win.
The right-hander threw a complete game three-hitter against Tennessee-Martin, leading the Panthers to a
3-1 victory.
For his stellar performance Vaculik earned the Ohio
Valley Conference Pitcher of the week, his first OVC
honor.
"We needed (the win) to get us going," Eastern head
coach Jimmy Schmitz said. "That really shifted the
momentum our way."
But Vaculik doesn't take all the credit for the win in
which he struck out six Shyhawk batters.
"Our defense played really well," Vaculik said.
As a closer last season, Vaculik made 25 relief
appearances with a 5.22 ERA, a 5-1 record and six
saves. H e also showed great control striking out 39 batters and walking just 18.
During fall practice this season, Vaculik was expected to make the transition to a starter, but losses in relief
pitching forced Schmitz to move him back to the
bullpen.
"It was kind of disappointing because I thought we
had a solid bullpen," Vaculik said. '~er we lost guys,
I kind of volunteered to go back to closer."
Over spring break Vaculik got his first start of the
season when he pitched against Arkansas State. But his
five-hit, one-run outing wasn't enough to lift the
Panthers over the Indians.
Vaculik was switched from closer to starter to help
fill a void left by injured senior pitcher Ted Juske. And
so far, the transition has been smooth.
"When you're closing there's no room for error either you're great or you're bad," Schmitz said. "It's different with starting, but for Chris, it doesn't matter.
"H e just says, 'Give me the ball."'
Schmitz said he'll still expect Vaculik to be used in
some relief and closing positions on top of his duties as
a starter. Vaculik said he'd possibly close mid-week
games and then start the second or third game on a
weekend.
"It'll take more preparation mid-week to make sure
I don't burn myself out," Vacuik said. 'Tm sure Coach
will have me on a pitch count."
No matter what role Schmitz puts Vaculik in, starter
or closer, he's just glad to get out on the mound.
"Whatever gets me in the game," Vaculik said.
"Whatever gets me the ball."

STEPHEN HAAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY

BAsE BALL VS. MILLIKIN

2 p.m.

BAsEBAll VS. MURRAY STATE (2)

Noon
1 p.m.

Softball at Samford (2)
Women's Tennis vs. Northern Iowa
SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

BALL
fOUR
JOHN HOHENADEL
SPORTS REPORTER

It's time
for nation's
pastime
Six days, two hours and 37 minutes.
It's coming down to it. March
Madness is almost over, and baseball's opening day will transition in
pretty nicely before the last college
basketball game is played.
It's time for any fan of any team
to get his or her hopes up. This, of
course, does not include any Cub
fan at or over the age of35 and me
because, I have come to the realization (13 years early), that you can't
get your hopes up if you're a Cubs

fan.

You know who has high hopes
for their team, though, is every
Chicago White Sox fan you talk
to. With their new look it's hard
not to think they have a shot this
year.
Of course they still are in the
same division as Minnesota, who
has won the central the last three
years.
It's been quite comical to me the
past three years to have Sox fans
claim their team has more talent
and then go out and drop the division to a team with less talent.
I can see a lot of people falling
into the same argument if N orth
Carolina and Illinois get into the
N CAA championship game. It
would be hard to argue that Illinois
has more talent than N orth
Carolina, but there's no argument
that illinois plays more like a team
than any other NCAA basketball
team in the country.
But back to baseball. T his time
next week, the baseball season will
be a couple days old and my preseason picks won't be legitimate, so
here are my picks for this upcoming baseball season.

N.L. East

Champion Atlanta
H ow can you pick anyone else?
They're a dynasty. They have now
won the division 13 of the past 14
seasons. The only year they didn't
win it was when nobody won it
because of the strike. The rest of
the east could forget about it!

N.L. Centtal

Champion St. Louis
They're good. But can Albert
Pujols play through injuries?
The Cubs are already whining
about injuries and they still don't
have a closer. T he Astros can't do
what they did last year without
Carlos Beltran. Oh, and Andy
Pertite, Roger Clemens, Jeff
SEE HOHENADEL PAGE 10

2 p.m.

11 a.m.

MIWTENNISVS. MoREHEAD STATE
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BASEBALL

Panther bats cooled in 4-2 loss

BY JOHN HOHENADa
SPORTS REPORTER

On Monday before the Saint Louis
game, head baseball coach Jimmy
Schmitz talked about mid-week pitchers.
He explained that most teams don't
throw their first, second or third starter
in mid-week non-conference games.
Saint Louis turned out to be an
exception to that rule.
Sophomore Ryan Bird took the
mound for the Billikens (4-16) and
pitched a complete game earning a 4-2
victory over the Panthers (4-16).
"(Bird) pitched well," Schmitz said.
Bird led his team in his freshman
season with a 4.86 ERA, tied for the
lead in wins with three and was second
on the team in strikeouts with 51.
Saint Louis head coach Bob Hughes
wasn't even sure if Bird would be able
to pitch yesterday because of a blister
on his pitching hand. But he pitched,
and he pitched well.
Schmitz dismissed the idea of losing
because they faced one of the Billikens'
aces.
He said it's better they do face aces in
mid-week because they're going to be
facing nothing but aces in conference
games.
While Bird walked three batters and
struck out eight, the fOur Panther
pitchers combined for eight walks and
six strikeouts.
H owever, the Panther pitching kept
Eastern within striking distance.
"We had too many walks, but our
pitching kept us in it and gave us a
chance to win," Schmitz said.
Junior Kenny Firlit went three
innings and gave up two runs on six
hits while striking out three and walking four.
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"Kenny gave us a nice start,"
Schmitz said. "We just didn't swing the
bats at all."
The Panthers led off the game with
a two-run first inning, courtesy ofjunior Keiji Szalds two-run single, but
Eastern was unable to score the rest of
the game.
"Overall, we're just not hitting with
any authority," Schmitz said. "This is
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the third or fourth week of the season,
and our bats our the same way they
were weeks ago."
Saint Louis got one in the second
and another in the third to tie it up and
then took the lead in the fifth never
relinquishing it.
Today, the Panthers take on Millikin
at 2 p.m. at Coaches Stadium.
Junior Jon Palmer will start the game

•
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and senior Kyle Widegren will throw a
couple of innings to work on a harder
breaking ball.
Schmitz said he will try a couple
other pitchers out there also, to try to
establish some more consistency out of
his pitchers.
He said once they get their pitching
situation solidified, it will give everyone
a much-needed lift.

MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD

Panthers get a jump on competition at SIU Classic

Eastern takes first
with 159 team points
BY DERRICK JOHNSON II
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend the Eastern men's track and
field team claimed victory at the Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale Spring Classic. Winning
the meet was not easy due to poor weather conditions, head coach Tom Akers said.
"It was 45 degrees, breezy and obviously not
ideal track weather," Akers said.
In spite of the elements, the team performed
well, he said.
"This meet at Carbondale was really good,"
Akers said. "I thought we performed well as a
team under some adverse conditions."

The SIU-C Spring Classic was host to nine
teams that included Eastern, SIU-C, Illinois State,
Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Western
Illinois,
Florrisant Valley College, Southern Indiana,
University ofTennessee and Murray State.
Eastern finished with a total of 159 points,
closely followed by ISU with a total of 144 points.
Freshman Tristan McKinnis gave the Panthers
one standout performance, finishing first in the
long jump.
McKinnis earned I 0 points for the team with a
jump of24-I.
Akers said that he was pleased with McKinnis'
performance, especially when considering the
conditions of meet.
"H e's doing great," Akers said. "It was real
breezy and 45 degrees.
"H e's doing real good, and I'm very pleased
with where he is at."
Mter finishing the indoor season as the long

"It was 45 degrees, breezy and
obviously not ideal track weather."
TOM AKERS, T RACK C OACH

jump and triple jump champion of the Ohio
Valley Conference, McKinnis will now have to
defend his tide in the outdoor season. Akers hopes
that McKinnis will be able to do this.
"H opefully he can defend his indoor and outdoor long jump and triple jump tides," Akers said.
"There are a lot of intangibles that work in there
such as staying healthy and, with outdoor, weather is a really big part of it."
McKinnis said giving his best performance is
SEE

JUMP
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